Table of Global Temperature Anomalies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Temperature (degrees C)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Temperature (degrees C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>+0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>+0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>+0.08</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>+0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>+0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A new study by researchers at the Goddard Institute for Space Studies determined that 2010 tied with 2005 as the warmest year on record, and was part of the warmest decade on record since the 1800s. The analysis used data from over 1000 stations around the world, satellite observations, and ocean and polar measurements to draw this conclusion.

The table above gives the average ‘temperature anomaly’ for each decade from 1900 to 2010. The Temperature Anomaly is a measure of how much the global temperature differed from the average global temperature between 1951 to 1980. For example, a +1.0 C temperature anomaly in 2000 means that the world was +1.0 degree Centigrade warmer in 2000 than the average global temperature between 1951-1980.

**Problem 1** - By how much has the average global temperature changed between 1900 and 2000?

**Problem 2** - The various bumps and wiggles in the data are caused by global weather changes such as the El Nino/El Nina cycle, and year-to-year changes in other factors that are not well understood by climate experts. By how much did the global temperature anomaly change between: A) 1900 and 1920? B) 1920 to 1950? C) 1950 and 1980? D) 1980 to 2010? Describe each interval in terms of whether it was cooling or warming.

**Problem 3** - From the data in the table, calculate the rate of change of the temperature anomaly per decade by dividing the temperature change by the number of decades (3) in each time period. Is the pace of global temperature change increasing, decreasing, or staying about the same since 1900?

**Problem 4** - Based on the trends in the data from 1960 to 2000, what do you predict that the temperature anomaly will be in 2050? Explain what this means in terms of average global temperature in 2050.
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**Problem 1** - By how much has the average global temperature changed between 1900 and 2000? Answer: In 1900 it was -0.20 C and in 2000 it was +0.45, so it has changed by +0.45 - (-0.20) = **+0.65 C**.

**Problem 2** - The various bumps and wiggles in the data are caused by global weather changes such as the El Nino/El Nina cycle, and year-to-year changes in other factors that are not well understood by climate experts. By how much did the global temperature change between: A) 1900 and 1920? B) 1920 to 1950? C) 1950 and 1980? D) 1980 to 2010? Describe each interval in terms of whether it was cooling or warming. Answer:

- 1900 to 1920: -0.25C - (-0.20C) = **-0.05 C** a decrease (cooling) of 0.05 C
- 1920 to 1950: -0.05C - (-0.25C) = **+0.20 C** an increase (warming) of 0.20 C
- 1950 to 1980: +0.20C - (-0.05C) = **+0.25 C** an increase (warming) of 0.25 C
- 1980 to 2010: +0.63C - (+0.20C) = **+0.43 C** an increase (warming) of 0.43 C

**Problem 3** - From the data in the table, calculate the rate of change of the Temperature Anomaly per decade by dividing the temperature change by the number of decades (3) in each time period. Is the pace of global temperature change increasing, decreasing, or staying about the same since 1900? Answer:

- 1900 to 1920: -0.05 C/3 decades = **-0.017 C per decade**
- 1920 to 1950: +0.20 C/ 3 decades = **+0.067 C per decade**
- 1950 to 1980: +0.25 C/3 decades = **+0.083 C per decade**
- 1980 to 2010: +0.43 C/3 decades = **+0.143 C per decade**.

The pace of global temperature change is **increasing in time**. It is almost doubling every 10 years.

**Problem 4** - Based on the trends in the data from 1960 to 2000, what do you predict that the temperature anomaly will be in 2050? Explain what this means in terms of average global temperature in 2050. Answer: Students may graph the data in the table, then use a ruler to draw a line on the graph between 1960 and 2000, to extrapolate to the temperature anomaly in 2050. A linear equation, T = mx + b, that models this data is b = +0.05C  m = (+0.45 - 0.05)/4 decades so m = +0.10 C/decade. Then T = +0.10x + 0.05. For 2050, which is 9 decades after 1960, x=9 so T = +0.1(9) + 0.05 = **+0.95 C**. So, the world will be, on average, about **+1 C warmer** in 2050 compared to its average temperature between 1950 and 1980. This assumes a linear change in T with time.

However from Problem 3 we see that the temperature anomaly change is accelerating. The 'second order' differences are +0.033, +0.033, +0.06. If we take the average change as (0.033+0.033+0.06)/3 = +0.042 we get a more accurate 'quadratic' expression: T = +0.042 x^2 +0.1x + 0.05. For the year 2050, this quadratic prediction suggests T = 0.042(9)^2 +0.1(9) + 0.05 so T = **+1.32 C**.

For more information about this research, see the NASA Press Release at [http://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/2010-warmest-year.html](http://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/2010-warmest-year.html)